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Instructions

Introduction

This plug-in for Adobe After Effects simulates star lens filters (also known as cross screen filters) – these are optical filters with very fine diffraction grating, which produces the star effect. It is mainly intended for use on real or photo-realistic video footage, but enhancements in version 2.0 also make it perfectly suitable for using it on text titles.

Requirements

The plug-in requires Adobe After Effects CS5 or newer. The rest of the requirements are the same as that of After Effects.


Installation (Windows version)

Simply copy the plug-in into to the After Effects' Plug-in/Effects folder!

This is usually located under:
C:\Program Files\Adobe After Effects CS5\Support Files\Plug-ins\Effects\

(Folder names may be different depending on language, and of course you should substitute “CS5” with the version you have!)

You may be prompted to provide the administrator password or to push Continue several times on Windows Vista to perform the copying. This is normal. If After Effects was running, you will need to restart it in order for the plug-in to appear. If everything went right, the plug-in will be under the Scarab Labs folder in AE's Effects menu. If you are installing a purchased version after having tried the demo, please delete the demo version to avoid conflicts! You should back up your purchased copy, but in case you loose it, just send us a message on the Scarab Labs website, and we will send it!


Installation (Mac version)

Simply double click on the downloaded .dmg file, and then copy the plug-in to After Effects' Plug-in/Effects folder!

This is located in the applications folder:
Applications/Adobe After Effects CS5/Support Files/Plug-ins/Effects/

(Folder names may be different depending on language, and of course you should substitute “CS5” with the version you have!)

If After Effects was running, you will need to restart it in order for the plug-in to appear. If everything went right, the plug-in will be under the Scarab Labs folder in AE's Effects menu. If you are installing a purchased version after having tried the demo, please delete the demo version to avoid conflicts! You should back up your purchased copy, but in case you loose it, just send us a message on the Scarab Labs website, and we will send it!

Usage

The effect can be applied the usual way: select the layer on which you would like to use it, and then select the Star Filter from the Effects menu. In case you are applying it on an upper layer, the background may disappear. You must change the layer’s blending mode to Screen, Add, or something similar. Screen is the recommended setting for gamma corrected video (which is the case typically).

Note to advanced users: If you are working in 32 bits / channel mode, the plug-in assumes a linear RGB color space. The correct layer blending mode in this case is Add. How to use After Effects in a linear color space is beyond the scope of this manual.

A description of the controls follows:

Type - Here you can select from different star filters, from 2 to 16 pointed stars, and four different irregular patterns.

Source Blend - Controls how strong the original image is blended in.

Effect Blend - Controls how strong the effect is blended in. Note that many of the parameters influence the brightness of the effect. If the source and the effect blend add up to 100%, that doesn't mean that the overall brightness is unchanged.

Boost - This takes the highlights in the image (those pixels that have maximum value, eg. 255 for 8 bit) and boosts them. These pixels are usually much brighter in reality, but are often clamped in the footage. This allows you to make these highlights brighter again, so the star filter works better. Note for 32 bit float precision footage: this feature was designed for 8/16 bits per channel. For 32 bits precision, it will only work correctly if you are working with footage that was converted from 8 bits without applying any brightness changing effects. Leave it at 0 if this isn't the case!

Star Size - The size of the star.

Cutoff - Allows you to set a threshold, so the filter is only applied to the brighter parts of the image. 

Angle - Allows you to rotate the filter.

Frequency - A real optical star filter produces this effect by a series of thin lines etched into the surface of the filter. This parameter basically controls the spacing of these lines. You can often observe a rainbow like effect on the star streaks, this also affects the frequency of this pattern.

Color Shift - This allows you to control how differently various color frequencies are affected. The rainbow pattern becomes more or less prominent as you change this parameter.

Color Filter – This is for setting the color of the star streaks. Note that if you are trying to simulate an optical star filter on real footage, this should be left white. This setting is mainly intended for using the filter on text titles.

Alpha – Determines what happens with the alpha channel. This is set to opaque by default, because this is the needed setting in case the effect is applied on an upper layer, otherwise the alpha channel will mask out the star streaks. Note that the opaque setting erases the contents of the layer’s alpha channel, which is not desirable under some circumstances. One example of this is using the effect on an adjustment layer – the needed setting for this to work correctly is Original.


Tips for getting photo-realistic results

Getting great results may take some tweaking. The most common problem is that highlights in footage are generally clamped, and for example a white shirt might have very similar pixel values to bright lights, which can be many times as bright in reality. To achieve a prominent effect on the lights, you may find that you need to turn up the effect strength so much, that also the shirt appears to glow. But there are ways around this. The highlight boost feature takes the clamped pixels and amplifies them, as an attempt to extend the dynamic range. I recommend using this to make the effect stronger on lights, while keeping the effect blend ratio low. You can also use the Cutoff slider to specify that the effect should only be applied to brighter pixels. This is more intuitive to work with, but the result can feel less photo-realistic, because it is not optically correct! Real optics does not make a difference between dark and light areas. This feature is provided for convenience, more artistic control.


Simulating anamorphic streaks

Footage shot with an anamorphic lens usually has characteristic bluish horizontal streaks at light sources. It's possible to simulate this look quite realistically using this plug-in. Set filter type to Streak, set Frequency to 1.0 and set Color Shift to a negative value!
To achieve an even better effect, you can add a second instance of the star filter and set that to Hyper star. Rotate it so it lies down (around 120 degrees), set its boost value, frequency and color shift to the same value as the streaks', make its size smaller and set the effect blend ratio to a very small value!


Known issues

Vignetting - this is a natural side effect, because the plug-in assumes the part outside the image to be black, thus black is blurred in from the sides. Other approaches (such as mirroring) could produce even worse artifacts. Ideally you should apply the effect on an image that is larger than the final film frame, although this usually isn't available in practice. You can also reduce the amount of vignetting by increasing the Cutoff parameter.

32 bit (float) / 8 bit differences - the effect works slightly differently in 32 bit mode, and the results aren't identical. This is mainly because the plug-in assumes a linear RGB color space in 32 bit mode.  You may need to readjust the effect if you convert the project after having applied the star filter.


Compatibility with other hosts

The plug-in was built for After Effects CS5. I have tested it with Premiere Pro, but it didn't appear to work with it correctly. This may be remedied in the future. Please send me a message if you would need this plug-in to work with a program other than AE! I will do my best if there is enough interest.


